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Details of Visit:

Author: JayForever
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 11 Nov 2016 14:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Rather nice apartment in Apsley. Plenty of creature comforts and boudoir wasc attractive with a four
posted bed and mood lighting.

The Lady:

Suzi is slim and yet softly curved - someone else described her as "buttery" which is exacly right.
Very sensuous and erotic mover. Peace is more bouncy but equally inviting and smooth; I've been a
devotee of hers for a while. Basically both a dream by themselves and a fantasy together.

The Story:

Been aware of their presence together for a while but this is the first time sampling the unearthly
joys of this oriental duo, and I have to report that it was every bit as mouth-watering as I had hoped.
Suzi's directions and organisation were impeccable and as soon as I emerged from the shower they
pounced and it became a whirlwind of naked flesh. The ladies were all over each other and me, and
I really enjoyed the fact that they were as keen to get off as they were to get me off. I suspect they
would swap to being more or less dominant if you wanted, but it was pitched perfectly for me -
hearing them greedily kissing each other with Suzi riding me and Peace straddling my face is a five-
senses orgy of joy!

I got a bit over-excited and the session had to slow down towards the end, but even laying between
these two gorgeous girls and giggling away 10 minutes is delightful as they are full of mischief and
war stories that make toes curl and other things unfurl.

This was a fantastic way to spend an hour and I will be returning as soon as possible when they get
together again. Some years ago I was thinking of moving somewhere nearby Suzi's place - in
retrospect I am sort of glad I didn't because otherwise I would now be bankrupt from experiences
like this - bankrupt but blissful...
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